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Abstract The geochemical theory of the origin of life proposes that primordial, pre-biotic
reactions were carried out in a metal-sulﬁde-rich environment similar to that found near
hot springs at the ocean ﬂoor. Many contemporary experiments have shown that reactions reminiscent of those carried by extant anaerobic microorganisms involving gases
such as CO, CO2 and H2 , can indeed take place abiotically in the presence of iron and
nickel sulﬁdes. Here we discuss some of these reactions and compare them to those catalyzed by NiFeS-containing enzymes. In addition, we compare three NiFeS active sites and
their protein environment and show that they share a signiﬁcant number of structural
features. We also comment on possible catalytic mechanisms.
Keywords Acetyl coenzyme A synthase · Carbon monoxide dehydrogenase ·
Geochemical theory of the origin of life · Hydrogenase · NiFeS-enzymes

1
Introduction
Many anaerobic microorganisms can use CO or CO2 as a sole source of carbon and CO and/or H2 for the generation of energy [1]. Thus, acetogens
generate acetyl coenzyme A, an activated acetic acid that serves as a “universal” precursor for the generation of biomass (see below), and acetic acid from
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two CO2 molecules [2]. Carboxydotrophic bacteria oxidize CO to CO2 generating two reducing equivalents [3] but CO2 is also used by methanogens as
the ﬁnal electron acceptor [4]. The above reactions are coupled to the generation of either a Na+ or H+ gradient across the cytoplasmic membrane [5–7].
The ion gradient may be then either converted to chemical energy as ATP
or be used to drive endergonic reactions such as the synthesis of acetylcoenzyme A. The latter is generated directly in the supposedly very ancient
Wood/Ljungdahl pathway of carbon ﬁxation [1, 8] that is used by acetogens:
2CO2 + HSCoA + 4H2  CH3 COSCoA + 3H2 O .

(1)

The central enzyme of this pathway is the bifunctional carbon monoxide
dehydrogenase/acetyl coenzyme A synthase (CODH/ACS). The CODH active

site catalyzes the reduction of CO2 to CO (E0 = – 512 mV):
CO2 + 2H+ + 2 e–  CO + H2 O .

(2)

When the CO concentration is kept very low, as observed under normal
turnover conditions of CODH/ACS [9, 10], H2 may be used as the electron

donor, after its oxidation by a hydrogenase (E0 = – 414 mV):
H2  2H+ + 2 e– .

(3)

ACS takes up the CO produced by CODH to catalyze the non-redox reaction:
CH3 + + CO + SCoA–  CH3 COSCoA .

(4)

The methyl cation is derived from a second CO2 molecule through a series
of two-electron reduction reactions mediated by tetrahydrofolate-containing
enzymes.
The active sites of CODH and ACS contain NiFeS clusters that are somewhat similar to the active site of [NiFe]-hydrogenase [11]. It has been
noted recently that these biological NiFeS clusters resemble the Ni-containing
form of the mineral greigite, which has been assigned an important role
in the geochemical theory of the origin of life [12]. Because thiolate-ligated
[4Fe – 4S] clusters form spontaneously from a solution of FeCl2 , HS– and
HOCH2 CH2 SH [13], it is tempting to postulate that such mineral clusters
were incorporated into oligopeptides that predated CODH, ACS and [NiFe]hydrogenase. Here we will (i) discuss the origin of mineral FeS and NiFeS
clusters and their catalytic properties within the context of carbon ﬁxation
as activated acetic acid; and (ii) compare these centers to those found in the
highly complex extant enzyme active sites.
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2
Mineral FeS and NiFeS Clusters
The conditions under which life on Earth ﬁrst developed are currently assumed to have been very harsh, so that the only suitable place for the origin
of life may have been the ocean ﬂoor [14]. Very hot (> 350 ◦ C) acidic springs
were a source of Ni(II) and Fe(II) sulﬁdes, most of which, because of the
almost total absence of O2 , would have remained in solution in the HCO3 – containing acidic ocean. Wächtershäuser has proposed that the exergonic
formation of pyrite from FeS provided a source of reducing power for life
emergence [15]:
FeS + H2 S  FeS2 + H2 (g) .

(5)

The reported standard free energy (∆G0 , at 25 ◦ C) of this reaction is
– 38.4 kJ/mol [16]. Pyrite-pulled metabolism would have required acidic
pH and a high H2 S concentration. In experiments carried out under such
conditions, in the presence of pyrrhotite (Fe1–x S) at 50–100 ◦ C, CH3 SH was
generated from CO2 and H2 S [17]. After H2 production through pyrite formation as in Eq. 5 the reaction may be written as:
CO2 + H2 S + 3H2  CH3 SH + 2H2 O .

(6)

Subsequently, it was observed that an equimolar amount of precipitated NiS
and FeS catalyzed the formation of acetate from CO and CH3 SH at 100 ◦ C with
an optimal pH of 6.5 [18], which is slightly basic at this temperature [19]:
CH3 SH + CO + H2 O  CH3 COO– + H+ + H2 S .

(7)

In addition, a small amount of the thioester CH3 COSCH3 was also formed,
which was proposed to act as an activated acetic acid intermediate in the
mechanism of Eq. 7, in analogy with the formation of acetyl-CoA catalyzed by
ACS (Eq. 1). In the absence of Ni no reaction was observed, indicating that Fe
alone does not afford carbon ﬁxation under the reported conditions. Table 1
shows the free energies of these and other selected reactions.
More recently, iron sulﬁde has been shown to play a catalytic role in the
synthesis of pyruvate from alkyl thiols and carbon monoxide at 250 ◦ C and
pressures between 500 and 2000 bar (conditions that could be found at the
bottom of the ocean or in a shallow oceanic crust) [20]. The overall reaction
may be written as:
CH3 SH + 2CO + H2 O  CH3 COCOO– + H+ + H2 S + H2 .

(8)

A number of carbonylated organometallic intermediates were also detected.
The solubility of CO is greatly increased at high pressure and this may favor
reaction Eq. 8. Although the overall reaction is exergonic (Table 1), the yield
of pyruvate, which plays a central role in many biosynthetic pathways, was
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Table 1 Free energies of reactions involving simple carbon compounds


Reaction

∆G0
(kJ/mol) a

∆G
(kJ/mol) b

2CO2 + HSCoA + 4H2  CH3 COSCoA + 3H2 O
CH3 COSCoA + H2 O  HSCoA + CH3 COO– + H+
CO2 + H2 S + 3H2  CH3 SH + 2H2 O
CH3 SH + CO + H2 O  CH3 COO– + H+ + H2 S
CH3 SH + 2CO + H2 O  CH3 COCOO– + H+ + H2 S + H2
CO + H2 O  CO2 + H2
2CO2 + 4H2  CH3 COO– + H+ + 2H2 O
CO2 + 4H2  CH4 + 2H2 O
CO2 + H2  HCOO– + H+
CH3 COO– + H+  CO2 + CH4
3CO2 + 5H2  CH3 COCOO– + 3H2 O + H+
CH3 COO– + CO2 + H2  CH3 COCOO– + H2 O

– 146.7
– 35.7
– 121.3
– 72.2
– 39.5
– 11.1
– 182.4
– 193.7
– 22.5
– 11.3
– 156.6
25.8

– 45.7
– 52.8
– 52.0
– 70.5
– 37.8
– 23.9
– 98.5
– 126.6
– 7.9
– 28.1
– 41.0
57.5

Standard free energy (25 ◦ C, 1 bar, pH 7, 1 molar activities and unit activity for pure
water) calculated from tabulated free energies of formation of the reactants [19, 146, 147],
corrected for pH 7 (where appropriate): RTln 10–7 = – 39.9 kJ/mol. Note that a 1 M concentration for the dissolved gases is only possible at pressures much higher than 1 bar.
b Calculated free energy (∆G = ∆G0 + RT ln K) at pH 7 and 25 ◦ C at physiologically
more relevant activities (taking gas solubility into account) at 1 atm: [CO2 ] = 5.6 mM,
[H2 ] = [CO] = 0.5 mM, [CH4 ] = 0.2 mM, [CH3 COO– ] = [H2 S] = [HCOO– ] = [CH3 SH] =
[CH3 COCOO– ] = [CH3 COSCoA] = [HSCoA] = 1 mM.
a

very low. The potential of various transition metal sulﬁdes to ﬁx carbon was
tested under similar conditions [21], using the following reaction:
CH3 (CH2 )8 SH + CO + H2 O  CH3 (CH2 )8 COOH + H2 S .

(9)

The highest yields of the decanoate product were observed with nickel and
cobalt sulﬁdes, but signiﬁcant activity was also observed with pyrite. In addition, the formation of methyl nonyl sulﬁde was observed with the methyl
group originating from the reduction of CO. In this case, copper and iron sulﬁdes were the most effective catalysts. It should be noted, however, that many
important bio-molecules, such as thioesters and nucleic acids, are unstable in
hot water, making some aspects of the evolution of life as we know it highly
unlikely at high temperatures.
Russell and co-workers [14] have argued that the metal sulﬁdes providing
putative catalytic surfaces for abiotic carbon ﬁxation would not have precipitated from the solutions that emanated from hot acidic springs into the
equally acidic and anoxic ocean. Instead, a moderate temperature alkaline
spring would have provided much more likely substrates for the emergence of
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life [22]. Alkaline springs originate from the convection of ocean water within
a hot ocean crust containing minerals such as MgFeSiO3 (orthopyroxene) and
CaMg6 FeSi12 O24 (diopside). Their reaction with water forms Mg3 Si2 O5 (OH)4
(serpentine), SiO2 (silica), Fe3 O4 (magnetite), OH– and H2 . Reaction of another mineral, olivine (MgFeSiO4 ), with ocean water yields similar products:
3MgFeSiO4 + 4H2 O  3SiO2 + Fe3 O4 + 3Mg2+ + 6OH– + H2 .

(10)

The resulting alkaline and reducing ﬂuid dissolves sulﬁde minerals present
in the crust and, consequently, these hydrothermal systems carry high concentrations of HS– . Precipitation of HS– with Fe(II) present in the ocean
would have led to the formation of bubbles of hydrothermal ﬂuid enclosed
by semi-permeable membranes consisting mainly of FeS. Simple compounds
such as CO, CN– , NH3 , CH3 SH and HCHO would have been signiﬁcant additional constituents of the hydrothermal ﬂuid, which upon mixing with
CO2 -containing ocean water provided the building blocks for pre-biotic reactions. The FeS membranes would have separated a mildly oxidizing acidic
ocean solution from a reducing alkaline spring solution, thus creating a gradient in the form of both a proton motive force and an electrostatic potential.
This is postulated to have provided favorable conditions for endergonic reactions to occur, as in living cells. For example, if hydrogen oxidation (Eq. 3)
took place in a compartment at pH 10, the potential of the resulting electrons
would be low enough to reduce CO2 (Eq. 2) in another compartment at pH
6, assuming the existence of a conducting FeS membrane between the two
compartments. Because all these reactions would have taken place within the
iron-sulfur vesicles, a rapid escape of products would have been prevented,
thereby allowing the gradual formation of more complex molecules [23].
Although the exact structure of the proposed iron-sulfur bubbles remains
undeﬁned, FeS should have initially precipitated as disordered mackinawite [24]. This is a highly reactive phase, which gradually converts to more
stable species such as greigite (Fe3 S4 ) and pyrite (FeS2 ). The latter mineral
plays a prominent role in Wächtershäuser’s theory of pyrite-pulled surface
metabolism [25] but it is not expected to be a good catalyst, because in its
crystal structure each Fe(II) is bound by six sulfur pairs [26] and the resulting octahedral coordination does not leave room for an additional ligand
to iron. However, surface defects in the crystal lattice could liberate metalbinding coordination sites with catalytic potential. Because aldehydes seem
both to inhibit pyrite formation and enhance greigite formation [27], and
simple aldehydes were plausible components of the hydrothermal ﬂuid, it has
been postulated that the iron-sulfur membranes contained at least a fraction
of greigite. In this respect it is also interesting to note that both mackinawite and greigite, but not pyrite, are found in present-day magnetotactic
bacteria [28]. Other metals such as nickel and cobalt may also have been incorporated into the pre-biotic FeS membrane structures. For example, in the
presence of nickel, greigite may be converted from the Fe3 S4 to the NiFe5 S8
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form [29]. In the laboratory, synthesis of peptide bonds in the presence of
CO has been observed under alkaline conditions in the presence of a FeS/NiS
mixture of, however, ill-deﬁned structure [30].
In conclusion, many of the conditions required to support reactions resembling those taking place in extant metabolism may have existed near the
ocean ﬂoor of the early Earth. Obviously, the emergence of life would have involved many other reactions and, more importantly, their regulation. The fact
is that, although there are many theories about the origin of life (e.g. [31–33]),
very little is actually understood about its initial conditions [34]. At any rate,
there are surprising similarities between some of the molecules arising from
the abiotic chemistry discussed above and the NiFeS active sites of enzymes
that function in anaerobic autotrophic carbon ﬁxation. These sites will be the
subject of the following reviews.

3
NiFeS Clusters in Enzymes
Three enzymes are known to use NiFeS active sites to catalyze reactions that
involve simple, primordial, gases: carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH)
reduces CO2 to CO (Eq. 2, see introduction), acetyl coenzyme A synthase
(ACS) combines CO with a methyl group (Eq. 4) and NiFe hydrogenase oxidizes H2 (Eq. 3). Depending on either the organism or the physiological
requirements, these enzymes can catalyze the reverse reactions as well. In acetogens like Moorella (M.) thermoacetica, ACS and CODH constitute the α and
β-subunits of an α2 β2 bi-functional enzyme complex (see [35] and references
therein) that catalyzes the sum of Eqs. 2 and 4:
CO2 + CH3 + + SCoA– + 2H+ + 2 e–  CH3 COSCoA + H2 O .

(11)

In methanogens like Methanosarcina thermophila, they are part of the socalled acetyl-CoA decarbonylase/synthase (ACDS) (αβγδε)8 multi-enzyme
complex that allows these organisms to grow on acetate, after it is ﬁrst converted to acetyl-CoA:
CH3 COSCoA + H4 SPt + H2 O
 SCoA– + CO2 + CH3 – H4 SPt + 2H+ + 2 e– .

(12)

H4 SPt is the tetrahydrosarcinapterin cofactor. The α2 ε2 units correspond to
CODH, β is ACS, γδ is a corrinoid cobalt-containing iron–sulfur protein
(CoFeSP) that transfers a methyl group to H4 SPt. The electron acceptor is
a ferredoxin (see [36] and references therein). A similar complex is used by
obligate chemo-autotrophic methanogens, such as Methanococcus jannaschii,
to catalyze the formation of acetyl-CoA from CO2 and H2 in the reverse
reaction [35].
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Methanogens from the genus Methanosarcina have one soluble and two
membrane-bound [NiFe] hydrogenases [6, 37]. The latter are probably involved in energy conservation through the generation of a proton gradient.
The acetogen M. thermoacetica may also contain several hydrogenases, but
they have not been well characterized [2]. The presence of several hydrogenases is typical of a large number of microorganisms [38] and in many cases
they are directly associated with other enzymes. An example of this is the
coupling of CO oxidation and H2 production by a [NiFe] hydrogenase and
CODH in Carboxydothermus (C.) hydrogenoformans [39] and Rubrivivax (R.)
gelatinosus [7]:
CO + H2 O  CO2 + H2 .

(13)

Here, we will focus on those NiFe-containing enzymes for which crystal structures have been reported.
3.1
[NiFe] Hydrogenases
Heterodimeric [NiFe]-hydrogenase crystal structures have been reported for
four closely related sulfate-reducing bacteria from Desulfovibrio sp.: D. gigas [40, 41], D. vulgaris (Miyazaki) [42–44], D. fructosovorans [45, 46] and
D. desulfuricans [47]. Overall, the structures are very similar being roughly

Fig. 1 Structure of [NiFe]-hydrogenase. A Polypeptide fold. The arrow indicates a hydrophobic tunnel network, shown in dark grey. Spheres highlight metal and inorganic
sulfur sites: three FeS clusters in the small subunit and a Mg-site as well as the Ni – Fe
active site in the large subunit. B Zoomed depiction of the active site, shown as a balland-stick model. Dashed lines indicate putative H-bonds. Exogenous ligand binding sites
are labeled E1 and E2
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spherical with a radius of about 35 Å (Fig. 1A). The NiFe active site is located close to the molecular center in the large subunit, which also contains
a cation site close to the surface (either Mg or Fe, see below). A water ligand to the cation may be involved in a putative proton transfer pathway after
molecular hydrogen cleavage from the active site, according to Eq. 3 [48].
The small subunit transfers electrons between the active site and the molecular surface through a proximal [4Fe – 4S], a median [3Fe – 4S] and a distal
[4Fe – 4S] cluster. The structure of the related [NiFeSe]-hydrogenase of Desulfomicrobium (Dm.) baculatum shows several differences [49]: (i) a [4Fe – 4S]
cluster replaces the median [3Fe – 4S] cluster of the other enzymes; (ii) a selenocysteine replaces a terminal cysteine ligand to the active site Ni; and (iii)
Fe replaces Mg in the large subunit. A remarkable feature, common to the
ﬁve enzymes of known structure, is the presence of a conserved, largely hydrophobic, tunnel network connecting the active site to several sites at the
molecular surface. Crystal xenon-binding experiments, and subsequent molecular dynamics simulations, have shown that these tunnels are likely to
provide access (and exit) pathways for H2 gas [45].
The active site Ni and Fe ions are bridged by two cysteine thiolates. The Ni
also has two additional terminal cysteine thiolate ligands, leaving two sites,
here called E1 and E2, potentially available for exogenous molecules (Fig. 1B).
The terminal E1 site is trans to the apical thiolate ligand and perpendicular to
the plane deﬁned by the three other S ligands, whereas the E2 site lies in this
plane and bridges Ni and Fe. An exogenous Ni – Fe bridging ligand has only
been observed in unready and ready states of oxidized inactive enzyme where
it has been assigned to either an oxygen species (OH– or OOH– ) [50, 51] or
a sulfur atom [42, 47]. There is also recent evidence for a chemical modiﬁcation of up to two of the active site cysteine ligands [50, 51], but it remains
to be determined whether this could be due to radiation damage. A combination of crystallographic [41, 46] and FTIR spectroscopic data [52–55]
has shown that the Fe ion binds one CO and two CN– molecules. These
two non-exchangeable endogenous ligands are also found in Fe-only hydrogenases [56–58] and, more recently concerning only CO, in the iron-sulfur
cluster-free hydrogenase [59]. CO is also a competitive inhibitor of hydrogenases and exogenous CO has been shown to bind terminally to the Ni E1
site [44]. Special EPR techniques have detected H2 as a bridging ligand in the
H2 -sensing hydrogenase from Ralstonia (R.) eutropha [60], thus conﬁrming
our initial speculation based on the ﬁrst hydrogenase crystal structure that E2
could bind a hydrogen species [40].
The presence of CN– and CO ligands of the active site Fe raises the question
as to how these potentially toxic molecules are incorporated in the enzyme.
Signiﬁcant progress has been made in the elucidation of the biosynthetic
pathway of cyanide from a carbamoyl phosphate precursor [61]. On the other
hand, the origin of the CO ligand remains unclear [62]. Many proteins are
involved in the biosynthesis and the maturation of the active site of [NiFe]-
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hydrogenases, but their speciﬁc roles have not yet been completely elucidated.
For more details on these interesting aspects, the reader is referred to a recent
review by Vignais and Colbeau [63].
A wealth of spectroscopic (EPR, FTIR, Mössbauer, XAS), kinetic and mutated enzyme data has been published concerning the Ni – Fe active site and
many review articles are available (e.g. [11, 48, 64–72]). In addition, many
density functional theory (DFT) studies of the Ni – Fe active site have been
reported, but consensus on the nature of the various structures and on the
catalytic mechanism is lacking (e.g. [73–79]). These theoretical studies will
not be further discussed here.
A summary of most of the known states of standard [NiFe] hydrogenases
and their proposed relationships is depicted in Fig. 2. Four S = 1/2 paramagnetic states have been detected by EPR; they are called Ni – A, Ni – B, Ni – C
and Ni – L because the spin density is mainly localized on the Ni. Five diamagnetic states, called Ni – SU, Ni – “S”, Ni – SI, SI – CO and Ni – R, have
been characterized by FTIR, thanks to the vibration bands of the triple bonds
in the CO and CN– ligands found in the 1900–2100 cm–1 range. The active
Ni – C and Ni – R states are directly involved in the catalytic cycle whereas
the unready Ni – A and Ni – SU states are inactive and require a long reductive activation. The ready Ni – B and Ni – SI states are also inactive but can
be immediately activated by H2 in the absence of O2 . An additional active

Fig. 2 Overview of the stable intermediates of [NiFe]-hydrogenase. The EPR-silent
Ni – “S” state is obtained by treating active enzyme anaerobically with Na2 S [80]. Aerobic treatment of the ready Ni – B state with Na2 S leads to its conversion to the unready
Ni – A state [51]. The unready state can also be obtained by addition of O2 to enzyme in
a Ni – SI state and with a reduced [3Fe – 4S] cluster (e.g. [148])
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Ni – SI state with an FTIR spectrum identical to that of ready enzyme has
also been characterized (not shown) [80]. The paramagnetic Ni – L state is
obtained upon photolytic cleavage of the bound putative hydrogen species of
the Ni – C species. Finally, SI – CO is a CO-inhibited state (e.g. [81, 82]). The
picture is further complicated by the presence of different protonation states
in some of these stable intermediates [54, 80] and by more than one Ni – L
species [83].
Synthetic chemists have tried for many years to obtain simple structural
and functional models of hydrogenases, but with limited success, especially in
the case of the [NiFe] enzymes (see [84–86] for recent reviews). One possible
reason for this situation is the difﬁculty in obtaining stable complexes with
two orthogonal (cis) Ni empty coordination sites, a characteristic of the active
site of all the [NiFe] hydrogenase crystal structures reported so far. Another
problem for biomimetic modeling is the tendency of thiolates to bridge metal
ions, leading to the formation of polynuclear clusters. On the other hand,
good progress has been made in the understanding of the redox properties of
Ni and the modeling of the iron center and its ligands. Furthermore, many of
the properties of [NiFe] hydrogenase biomimetic models may also be relevant
for the NiFeS active sites of CODH and ACS discussed below.
3.2
Nickel-Containing Carbon Monoxide Dehydrogenases
Four crystal structures of Ni CODHs have been determined from the
following organisms: C. hydrogenoformans [87, 88], Rhodospirillum (R.)
rubrum [89] and the bifunctional CODH/ACS from M. thermoacetica [90, 91].
In each case CODH has a very similar homodimeric quaternary structure
with a diameter of about 100 Å in the largest dimension and a total of ﬁve FeS
clusters (Fig. 3A). An initially unexpected [4Fe – 4S] center, now called the Dcluster, is coordinated by the two subunits very close to the molecular surface.
Each subunit also binds an additional [4Fe – 4S] center, called the B-cluster,
as well as the catalytic Ni-containing C-cluster. There is an electron transfer
pathway between the physiological redox partner, the exposed D-cluster, then
the B-cluster of one subunit and ﬁnally the C-cluster of the other subunit. The
electron ﬂow direction will depend on whether the enzyme reduces CO2 or
oxidizes CO (Eq. 2).
Putative pathways have been characterized in C. hydrogenoformans CODH
for the respective transit of CO/CO2 and the H2 O product through hydrophobic and hydrophilic tunnels, respectively [87]. The bi-functional CODH/ACS
from M. thermoacetica contains several hydrophobic tunnels that connect the
two CODH C-cluster active sites to each other and to the ACS active site
named the A-cluster [90]. High-pressure, xenon-binding experiments carried
out in a CODH/ACS crystal have shown that these tunnels can trap many
xenon atoms [91]. In addition, putative proton transfer pathways connecting
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Fig. 3 Structure of the carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl coenzyme A synthase
(CODH/ACS) hetero-tetramer. A Polypeptide fold of the CODH dimer (center) and of ACS
in the closed (left) and open subunit conformation (right). Metal sites and inorganic sulfurs are shown as spheres; an extensive hydrophobic tunnel network is highlighted in dark
grey. B Zoomed depiction of the CODH active site. Dashed lines indicate putative H-bonds

the C-cluster to the molecular surface have been proposed using site-directed
mutagenesis [92].
The catalytic C-cluster consists of a [3Fe – 4S] sub-site linked through
three labile S2– ions to a Ni – Fe site (Fig. 3B): two of these sulﬁdes are ligands
to the Ni ion, whereas the third one binds the unique Fe (Feu ), which is further coordinated by a histidine imidazole and a cysteine thiolate ligand. Given
its unusual conﬁguration, Feu most likely corresponds to the Ferrous Component II (FCII) deﬁned by Mössbauer spectroscopy [93]. In addition, the Ni
and the Fe ions of the [3Fe – 4S] sub-site are bound to the protein through
cysteine thiolates. We have recently analyzed the available C-cluster structures and have found some differences that are most likely due to dissimilar
conditions in the growth, puriﬁcation and subsequent treatment of the enzymes [94]. In the structure of R. rubrum CODH, the Ni cysteine ligand also
binds to Feu [89] at a site here called E2 by analogy with [NiFe]-hydrogenases
(see above). In the C. hydrogenoformans enzyme, E2 is occupied by an exogenous bridging atom, modeled as a ﬁfth inorganic S atom, which disappeared
when the enzyme was treated with excess CO [88]. Because this treatment
also resulted in loss of activity, it was argued that structures that lack the ﬁfth
labile sulﬁde are non-functional. However, Lindahl and co-workers [95] have
shown that the addition of exogenous sulﬁde as Na2 S leads to the reversible
inhibition of R. rubrum and M. thermoacetica CODHs. In fact, the bridging
sulﬁde of C. hydrogenoformans CODH could be a SH– , resulting from the reduction of COS, which is an alternative substrate of CODH [96]:
COS + H+ + 2 e–  CO + SH– .

(14)

Like the Ni ion in hydrogenase, the C-cluster Ni has two cis binding sites available for exogenous ligands: a Ni – Fe bridging E2 site and a terminal E1 site.
Also as in hydrogenases, E1 points to the end of a hydrophobic tunnel. In
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a CO-treated crystal of M. thermoacetica CODH/ACS E1 is occupied by a ligand that was tentatively assigned to a partially occupied CO molecule [91].
Several different stable active site intermediates of the C-cluster have been
reported (see [97] and references therein). Gradual reduction of the oxidized enzyme results in the following species, as characterized by EPR spectroscopy: an initial diamagnetic inactive Cox state, a paramagnetic Cred1 ,
a putative diamagnetic Cint and a paramagnetic Cred2 state. It is generally
assumed that the two paramagnetic states are involved in catalysis, with
Cint being a hypothetical intermediate between Cred1 and Cred2 . In addition,
a large number of substrate and inhibitor complexes have been characterized.
Many CO-bound states and putative formate or CO2 complexes were detected
in a recent FTIR study of CO binding to CODH/ACS of M. thermoacetica [98].
No high frequency bands were detected in the untreated enzyme, thus excluding the presence of intrinsic CO, as was proposed for the R. rubrum
enzyme [99].
Several small molecules bind to the Cred1 but not to the Cred2 state, providing EPR-detectable paramagnetic species. These include CN– [100, 101],
SCN– , OCN– , N3 – [102], SH– [95] and CS2 [103]. The electronic structure and
binding mode of the tri-atomic anions SCN– , OCN– and N3 – (EPR gav between 2.15 and 2.17) differ from those of the Cred1 and Cred2 states and the
other inhibitor complexes (EPR gav between 1.66 and 1.86). In the latter, the
unpaired electron appears to be localized mainly in the [3Fe – 4S] sub-site
(see [97] and references therein). The crystal structures of most of the spectroscopically characterized C-cluster intermediates and complexes remain to
be determined. The high temperature factors of many of the C-cluster atoms
and ligands in the known structures suggest a substantial degree of disorder
that may be due to the presence of a mixture of states in the crystals. Unfortunately, it has been generally difﬁcult to obtain well-diffracting crystals of
homogeneous states.
3.3
Acetyl Coenzyme A Synthases
Three crystal structures of ACS have been reported, two of CODH/ACS from
M. thermoacetica [90, 91] and one of the monomeric ACS from C. hydrogenoformans [104]. ACS consists of three globular domains with the catalytic
A-cluster bound to domain 3 at its interface with domain 1. As mentioned
above, CODH/ACS has a hydrophobic tunnel network that allows CO, the
product of Eq. 2 catalyzed by the C-cluster, to diffuse to the A-cluster where
it combines with the methyl group donated by CFeSP to form an acetyl group
that, in turn, binds to coenzyme A (Eq. 4). The presence of a tunnel connecting the two active sites was predicted before the structure was determined
because, under normal turnover conditions, no CO was detected in the reaction medium [9, 10].
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In the crystal structure determined by Doukov et al. the A-cluster was
relatively buried and a change of ACS to a more open conformation was proposed to allow access of the methyl group and coenzyme A to the active
site [90]. An open form was subsequently observed in one of the ACS subunits of the structure of a different crystal form of the same enzyme (the
other sub-unit was in the already known closed conformation) [91] (Fig. 3A).
A similar open form was later observed in the C. hydrogenoformans ACS crystal structure [104]. The rearrangement of the structure involves a rigid body
rotation of domains 2 and 3 with respect to domain 1, which packs against
the CODH dimer. In the open form, the movement of an α-helix of domain 1
blocks the tunnel to the A-cluster. We have proposed that these conformational changes provide a gating mechanism for access of substrates to the
A-cluster when ACS is in its closed form that prevents CO leakage to the environment [105]. We also proposed that CO2 could access the enzyme through
the A-cluster and then travel to the C-cluster through the hydrophobic tunnels. In CODH/ACS mutants with a blocked tunnel, most of the ACS activity
was lost in the presence of CO2 and a reducing agent, conﬁrming the important role of the tunnel in providing CO access to the A-cluster [106]. On
the other hand, the CODH activity was not signiﬁcantly affected, suggesting
that other, so far undetected and maybe transient pathways allow diffusion of
CO/CO2 to and from the C-cluster.
The A-cluster consists of a standard [4Fe – 4S] cluster connected through
one of its cysteine ligands to a proximal metal ion that is, in turn, bridged
through two additional cysteine thiolates to a distal Ni ion (Nid ). The crystal structures have shown that this metal ion can be Cu [90], Zn [91] or
Ni [91, 104]. Cu and Zn are observed in the closed ACS conformations and Ni
in the open ones (Fig. 4A). Following these observations, there was a shortlived debate as to which of these metals is part of the physiologically relevant
active site (e.g. [107–111]). Currently, there is a consensus that the proximal active metal is Nip [91, 104, 112], as indicated by recent results obtained
with the ACS subunit from the Methanosarcina thermophila ACDS complex [113, 114] and by an earlier ﬁnding that activity positively correlates with
the presence of a labile Ni ion [115]. The labile nature of the catalytic Ni
originates from its signiﬁcant solvent exposure in the ACS open form. This
has been conﬁrmed by the recent observation that Zn can replace Nip at the
A-cluster only during turnover, when ACS probably alternates between the
closed and open forms [116].
Nid has square planar coordination involving two bridging cysteine
thiolates and two main chain N atoms (Fig. 4A). A similar structure has
been described recently for the active site of nickel superoxide dismutase
(NiSOD) [117, 118] (Fig. 4B). In NiSOD, Ni(II) reacts with superoxide and is
oxidized to Ni(III)-peroxide. On the other hand, ACS functions in reducing
environments and Nid is thought to remain as Ni(II) throughout catalysis.
Model chemistry supports this proposal indicating that Nip is much more
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Fig. 4 A Active site of acetyl coenzyme A synthase (ACS). B Active site of Ni-superoxide
dismutase (Ni – SOD)

likely to be reduced than Nid (for reviews see [119–122]). Reaction of the
A-cluster with CO generates a paramagnetic species that has been assigned to
a Ni(I) – CO complex. Isotopic substitution with 61 Ni, 13 CO or 57 Fe results in
line broadening of the EPR spectrum and, consequently, the CO complex has
been called the NiFeC species [123]. The isotopic effects can be best explained
if the EPR signal arises from a proximal Ni(I) with bound CO.
In the open ACS conformation of M. thermoacetica CODH/ACS, Nip has
square planar coordination involving three cysteine thiolates and an unidentiﬁed exogenous ligand at the E2 site that could correspond to either formate
or SO2 [105, 124]. Although these putative ligands are probably not functionally relevant, they underline the propensity of the E2 site to bind exogenous
molecules directly from the solvent. An apical ﬁfth potential coordination
site, called E1, is trans to one of the labile S atoms of the [4Fe – 4S] cluster and
points towards Phe512. A residual electron density peak close to this site, at
1.3 Å from the square planar Nip , suggests that a small fraction of the metal
at the proximal site adopts a tetrahedral coordination, as already observed
for both proximal Cu and Zn in the closed ACS conformation [90, 91]. This
would require a rotation of Phe512, which is, as a matter of fact, partially disordered. We have not been able to identify the metal that occupies the minor
tetrahedral site in the open ACS due to its low occupancy. In conclusion, Nip ,
like the Ni ions in [NiFe] hydrogenases and the C-cluster of CODH, has two
cis-coordination sites available for substrate binding, although in this case
both open sites are terminal as it may be required for the insertion/migration
reaction of acetyl synthesis.
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4
Catalytic Mechanisms
The structural similarities between the active sites of [NiFe]-hydrogenase,
CODH and ACS suggest that the respective catalytic mechanisms may be
similar as well. In each case, a hydrophobic tunnel points to the Ni apical E1
coordination site providing access and exit pathways for gaseous substrates
and products. In addition, an orthogonal E2 site is also available for binding
exogenous ligands. In CODH and hydrogenase, E2 is also a coordination site
for the Fe ion. Although the structural differences between the three active
sites are likely to be very important in determining the nature of the reaction,
the protein environment may also play a major role in determining the catalytic properties of these enzymes. For example, the A-cluster of ACS cannot
catalyze net two-electron redox reactions because there is no redox center at
a suitable distance and, by the same token, hydrogenases cannot oxidize CO
to CO2 because there is no water channel leading to the buried NiFe active
site.
A unique feature of the two major classes of hydrogenases is the presence of structural CN– and CO ligands to Fe [41, 53–56, 125]. Recently, the
so-called FeS-free hydrogenase, for a long time considered as a metal-free enzyme, has been shown to have a cofactor containing a low-spin iron, probably
Fe(II), with bound CO [59, 126]. Thus, the association of CO to Fe appears to
be central to the biological metabolism of molecular hydrogen. CO is a good
π-acceptor that will favor transition metal binding to soft σ -donor ligands
such as hydride trans to it. Indeed, in both NiFe and Fe-only enzymes, CO
binds trans to a vacant coordination site to Fe. In the former, this is the bridging E2 site that binds either hydride or H2 in the R. eutropha H2 -sensing
hydrogenase [60]. Several catalytic mechanisms have been proposed for standard [NiFe]-hydrogenases but no consensus has been reached. It is often
assumed that the Ni – Fe bridging site E2 that is occupied by O or S species in
inactive states of the enzyme corresponds to the H2 binding site during catalysis. This is an appealing proposition because in Fe-only hydrogenases the
postulated H2 binding site is a FeS2 (CO)2 CN unit that can be closely superimposed to an equivalent FeS2 CO(CN)2 portion in the [NiFe] enzyme active
site [58]. However, the Ni – C state, which already has a hydrogen species
bound to E2, is very active in H2 uptake [127–129]. This would imply that hydrogen binds to the terminal Ni E1 site during turnover, consistent with the
observation that the competitive inhibitor CO binds at this site [44]. In this
case, the putative bridging hydride at E2 would function as the ﬁrst base that
is required for the heterolytic cleavage of H2 . These ideas are summarized in
Scheme I shown inFig. 5.
In CODH, a crucial issue is the location of the two electrons in Cred2 ,
which reduces CO2 to CO according to Eq. 2. According to Mössbauer spectroscopic results, FCII is not the species reduced during the transition from
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Fig. 5 Putative catalytic cycle of [NiFe]-hydrogenase. In this scheme, heterolytic H2 cleavage at the terminal E1 site takes place simultaneously with H2 bond formation at the
Ni – Fe bridging E2 site, giving both exogenous cis-ligation sites of the Ni an indispensable role during catalysis. The resulting hydride at E1 immediately loses one electron to
the Ni and one to the proximal cluster, whereas a nearby base that could be Cys530 accepts the remaining proton (Fig. 1B). The resulting Ni(II) – H2 species may correspond
to one of the three protonation states that have been detected for Ni – R, the most reduced stable state [80]. After proton transfer from Cys530 to Glu18, the next base in
a likely pathway [130], Cys530 may assist in the heterolytic cleavage of the bridging H2
by abstracting a proton. Finally, after electron transfer to the distal cluster, the proximal
cluster may oxidize the active site to the Ni – C state, thus closing the cycle. An advantage of this scheme over others is that the bridging E2 site is always occupied, providing
a stable coordination environment for the Ni ion in all the catalytic intermediates. In
addition, it involves minimal conformational changes, thus allowing very rapid catalysis, in agreement with the observation that the turnover rate of the enzyme when coated
on a spinning graphite electrode is limited by the rate of diffusion of H2 to the active
site [131]
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the Cred1 to the Cred2 state [93]. In addition, neither the Mössbauer nor the
UV/visible spectra are signiﬁcantly different when these two states are compared, strongly suggesting that the electrons do not go to the [3Fe – 4S] subsite either [93, 132]. Another possibility is the reduction of the Ni center from
Ni(II) to Ni(0). It is not clear how Ni0 would be stabilized in the C-cluster
but, if this proposition is taken only formally, the charge could be de-localized
over the Ni ligands. This would agree with an XAS study of C. hydrogenoformans CODH that showed that the electron density at the Ni center does
not change upon the two-electron reduction of the C-cluster [133]. A further
scheme involves the reduction of a persulﬁde bond between Cys316 and an inorganic sulfur atom of the cluster, since this bond was observed as a minor
component in the crystal structure of the M. thermoacetica enzyme [91]. Mutation of Cys316 to Ala resulted in inactive enzyme, but this turned out to be
due to the loss of the C-cluster [92].
In the two known crystal structures of M. thermoacetica CODH/ACS, the
NiFeu E2 bridging site does not display any detectable electron density [90,
91] (Fig. 3B), which apparently leaves only three protein ligands to coordinate
Feu . Because such a paucity of ligands seems unlikely, it is possible that E2
is occupied by a hydride resulting from the two-electron reduction of a proton, which would thus result in a tetrahedrally coordinated Feu . This structure
would then be analogous to the Ni – C state in [NiFe]-hydrogenases [60].
Indeed, a bridging hydride could explain the (low) H2 evolution reported
for CO-treated CODH in the absence of electron acceptors other than protons [98, 134]. Consequently, and mainly based on the crystal structures,
we tend to favor a proton as the two-electron acceptor [94]. It should be
mentioned, however, that there is also a potential problem with the hydride
proposal: the absence of a strong ENDOR signal from a proton nucleus [101]
is only compatible with a bridging hydride carrying no signiﬁcant electron
spin density. Assuming that the proton hyperﬁne coupling detected in the
Cred1 state is correctly assigned to a bridging hydroxide ligand [101], this
would imply that Cred2 and Cred1 have signiﬁcantly different electronic structures. Figure 6 depicts a plausible catalytic cycle involving a bridging hydride
in Cred2 (Scheme II). Similarities with the heterolytic H2 cleavage reaction
proposed in Fig. 5 include a bridging NiFe hydride and the participation of
both E1 and E2 sites in the catalytic process.
Clearly many of the structural and electronic changes that occur during catalysis at the C-cluster are not yet completely understood and more
studies are needed, including high-resolution structural characterizations of
homogenous intermediate states of the catalytic cycle.
Although acetyl-CoA synthesis (Eq. 4), as catalyzed by the A-cluster, does
not involve net electron consumption, the mechanism is thought to involve two redox steps. The ﬁrst of these steps is the oxidative addition of
the methyl cation that is transferred from CFeSP to Nip . The second redox
step corresponds to the reductive elimination of the nascent acetyl group
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Fig. 6 Putative catalytic cycle of CODH involving a Ni – Fe bridging hydride. The bridging hydride is assumed to be stable enough to prevent its fast reaction with a proton.
The reaction can be divided into several steps: 1) CO2 binds end-on at the axial E1 site;
2) the hydride attacks the bound CO2 forming a transient formate complex; 3) the C – OH
bond is broken, generating an intermediate that has E1 occupied by CO and E2 by OH– ;
4) CO dissociates from Ni as a Ni(II)-bound axial CO is not very stable [135], generating
the Cred1 state that has a bridging hydroxide; 5) addition of two electrons via the D- and
B-clusters and of two protons via a proton channel leads to dehydration and regeneration
of the Cred2 state. The hypothetical Cint form is depicted as having Ni(III). However, an
alternative would be a species with Ni(II) and one of the cluster irons oxidized to Fe(III).

that is transferred to CoA. A crucial question concerns the identity of the
two-electron donor/acceptor. Although non-redox, sulfur-based catalysis, in
which the methyl cation binds to a thiolate ligand, has precedent in model
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compounds (e.g. [86]), and could represent an alternative mechanism, it is
generally accepted that the transferred methyl group binds to a metal ion.
A redox-dependent process is in agreement with the observation that the enzyme needs to be reductively activated [97]. In the following discussion we
will therefore assume metal-based catalysis analogous to the industrial Monsanto process of acetate formation.
In the Monsanto process, which operates at 30 to 60 bars and 150 to 200 ◦ C,
the catalyst [RhI (I)2 (CO)2 ]– is the initial electron donor: oxidative addition
of CH3 I produces a transient [RhIII (I)3 (CO)2 CH3 ]– state that rapidly converts
to a stable [RhIII (I)3 CO(COCH3 )]– acetyl intermediate upon methyl migration. Addition of another CO followed by reductive elimination of CH3 COI
and a ﬁnal hydrolysis step leads to the production of CH3 COOH and HI and
the regeneration of [RhI (I)2 (CO)2 ]– [136]. ACS catalysis in M. thermoacetica
takes place at 1 bar and 45–65 ◦ C [2]. Possible electron donor/acceptor sites
are Nid , Nip , the [4Fe – 4S] cluster and a putative pair of cysteines that could
form a disulﬁde bond. Another unclear point is the sequence of events in vivo,
i.e. which reaction occurs ﬁrst, carbonylation or methylation, although both
sequences are possible in vitro.
The absence of CO leakage to the medium during CO2 reduction at
the C-cluster and acetyl-CoA formation [9, 10] indicates that, in vivo, CO
arrives to the A-cluster through the hydrophobic tunnel previously discussed. Therefore, the results of experiments where CO is added externally
should be interpreted with caution. The situation may be different, however, for organisms like C. hydrogenoformans that are able to grow on CO
as a carbon and reducing power source and which have mono-functional
CODH and ACS [104]. As mentioned above, upon reaction with external CO, an apparently kinetically competent paramagnetic NiFeC species
is observed in both M. thermoacetica CODH/ACS and C. hydrogenoformans
ACS [137, 138]. However, no other paramagnetic intermediates have been
observed upon subsequent methylation and CoA acetylation, and the involvement of the NiFeC species in catalysis has been questioned [114, 139,
140]. A summary of the NiFeC species-based “paramagnetic” mechanism is
shown below:
Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 2+ + e– → Fe4 S4 + Nip 2+
(reductive activation)
Fe4 S4 + Nip 2+ + CO → Fe4 S4 2+ Nip + CO
(carbonylation and rapid formation of the NiFeC state)
Fe4 S4 2+ Nip + CO + CH3 + → Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 3+ (CO)CH3 –
(methylation by oxidative addition)
Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 3+ (CO)CH3 – + e– → Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 2+ (CO)CH3 –
(rapid one-electron reduction)
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Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 2+ (CO)CH3 – → Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 2+ (COCH3 )–
(methyl migration or CO insertion)
Fe4 S4 2+ Nip 2+ (COCH3 )– + CoA– → Fe4 S4 + Nip 2+ + acetyl-CoA + e–
(reductive elimination) .
This mechanism requires at least two rapid electron transfer steps
and, consequently, Ragsdale and co-workers initially proposed fast intramolecular electron transfer between CODH and ACS [137]. However, this
is not compatible with the long distance that separates the ACS A-cluster
and the CODH redox centers [90, 91]. Under in vivo conditions another redox partner could be involved. In this scheme, it is tacitly assumed that CO
is required for the ﬁrst one-electron reaction as no paramagnetic species is
detected upon reductive activation of the enzyme in the absence of CO [138].
Lindahl and co-workers have observed that, in vitro, acetyl-CoA synthesis
may take place when methylation precedes carbonylation [140]. In this case,
no stable paramagnetic state of the A-cluster, such as NiFeC, is detected by
EPR. In addition, they also found that reduction of the [4Fe – 4S] cluster is
slower than the methylation reaction and concluded that the former cannot
be an electron donor for the latter reaction [141]. Therefore, the two electrons
needed to form the CH3 – Ni bond must come from somewhere else. One possibility involves the reduction of Nip to Ni0 [91, 142]. A simpliﬁed summary of
the corresponding “diamagnetic” mechanism is:
Nip 2+ + 2 e– → Nip 0
(reductive activation)
Nip 0 + CH3 + → Nip 2+ CH3 –
(oxidative addition)
Nip 2+ CH3 – + CO → Nip 2+ (COCH3 )–
(carbonylation + methyl migration or CO insertion)
Nip 2+ (COCH3 )– + CoA– → Nip 0 + acetyl-CoA
(reductive elimination) .
This mechanism requires the coexistence of Ni0 and a [4Fe – 4S]2+ center at the A-cluster. However, DFT calculations have shown that such an
electronic conﬁguration should convert to Ni+ and [4Fe – 4S]+ [143]. In addition, Ni0 would only be stable next to a reduced, EPR-active [4Fe – 4S]+
cluster [144], which is incompatible with the experimental results. A modiﬁcation of the “Ni0 ” mechanism involves two-electron transitions between
a [4Fe – 4S]2+ Ni2+ /[4Fe – 4S]+ Ni+ pair [144], against the evidence mentioned above that redox changes at the [4Fe – 4S] cluster are much slower
than the turnover rate of the enzyme [141]. Involvement of an alternative
Nip 2+ Nid 2+ /Nip + Nid + pair is neither supported by DFT calculations nor by
model chemistry [110].
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Another proposed two-electron redox site involved the formation and
cleavage of a disulﬁde bond between two cysteine residues located close to the
A-cluster [140]. This proposal was initially discarded [90, 91] due to the absence of a pair of free cysteines near the A-cluster but, more recently, Svetlitchnyi and co-workers proposed that the two cysteines bridging Nip and Nid
could function as a redox site [104]. Arguing against this possibility, we found
that forming a disulﬁde bridge between these two residues is only possible
after unreasonably large structural rearrangements (not shown). However, an
alternative disulﬁde bond could be formed between Cys528, which binds one
of the Fe ions of the cluster, and Cys597, through a simple rotation of the
side chain of the former [105]. DFT calculations have indicated that this disulﬁde bond is stable in the methyl and acetyl complexes [144]. A simpliﬁed
summary of a diamagnetic Cys528/Cys597 mechanism is:
S– S– Ni2+ + CH3 + → S-S Ni2+ CH3 –
(oxidative addition)
S-S Ni2+ CH3 – + CO → S-S Ni2+ (COCH3 )–
(carbonylation + methyl migration or CO insertion)
S-S Ni2+ (COCH3 )– + CoA– → S– S– Ni2+ + acetyl-CoA
(reductive elimination) .
One challenge with this mechanism is to determine the electronic state
of the A-cluster before reductive activation. Another problem is the absence
of a disulﬁde bond between Cys528 and Cys597 in all the structures solved
so far. At any rate, this proposition makes sense because it is known from
model chemistry that metal ions can oxidize coordinated thiolates, leading
to the formation of a disulﬁde bond and a reduced metal center (e.g. [122]).
A sulfur-based “D-site” could also be incorporated in a paramagnetic catalytic cycle:
S– S– Ni2+ + CO + e– → S– S– Ni+ CO
(reductive activation and carbonylation)
–
S S– Ni+ CO + CH3 + → S-S Ni2+ (COCH3 )– + e–
(oxidative addition and acetyl formation)
S-S Ni2+ (COCH3 )– + CoA– → S– S– Ni2+ + acetyl-CoA
(reductive elimination) .
What is the relevance of the NiFeC species? What can be deduced, based on
the closed and open ACS conformations observed in the crystal structure, is
that CO is more likely to bind in the closed form, prior to methyl group binding (in the open form), than the other way round [91, 105]. This is because
the tunnel is blocked in the open form and apparently there is not enough
space in the closed form for the binding of a methyl group at the E2 site.
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A second question is, where does CO bind when added externally? It is known
that acetyl-CoA synthesis is much faster in the presence of CO2 plus reductant than with externally added CO [145]. This argues for different initial CO
binding modes in the two cases and it is conceivable that the mechanism differs depending on whether CO is added externally or it arrives through the
tunnel after CO2 reduction at the C-cluster. More studies will be required
before the ACS catalytic mechanism is fully elucidated.

5
Conclusions
NiFeS clusters and the origin of life. There are currently two opposite ways of
considering the origin of life on Earth. One of these proposes the formation of
pre-biotic structures in a “primordial soup” rich in organic molecules originally generated by meteoric activity. The other view postulates that pre-biotic
metabolisms were iron–sulfur based. In this review we have analyzed this
second proposition and have compared some inorganic reactions proposed
to be ancestral to those found in extant, mostly anaerobic, microorganisms.
Many of the active sites of enzymes catalyzing fundamental reactions such
as hydrogen oxidation or carbon ﬁxation have NiFeS cluster structures that
are reminiscent of those of nickel-containing minerals, such as greigite. Although it is conceivable that the ﬁrst stages in the evolution of catalysis took
place in the absence of protein, the rather sophisticated control of diffusion of
substrates and products by extant enzymes suggests that metal-polypeptide
associations were early components in the evolution of life. Further characterization of NiFeS-based, pre-biotic catalysis will be needed before the
plausibility of a mineral-based origin of life is conﬁrmed.
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